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Galley Equipment

“Sea Tableware” range
With the ‘’Sea Tableware’’ range of plates, glasses and cutlery, you and your friends will enjoy 
every bite and sip of your meal. Lalizas gives you the possibility to choose between two equally 
high quality series: the ‘’Exclusive’’ and the ‘’Sailing’’. The dinnerware range of plates, bowls, 
serving sets, cups and mugs gives all you need for an enjoyable breakfast, lunch and dinner. All 
items are made of 100% melamine and can be used in a microwave. For all special celebrations, 
the ‘’Sea Tableware’’ range includes shiny and stylish wine, champagne and water glasses to 
enjoy your drinks. You can also impress your guests with the elegant wine cooler, ice bucket and 
pitcher available in both series, ‘’Exclusive’’ and ‘Sailing’. Glasses are constructed from acrylic 
material, which does not break or chip. Finally, Lalizas offers you cutlery sets, made of stainless 
steel 18/10 with ABS handle, including forks, spoons, knives and teaspoons. All glasses and 
plates, except the salad and the soup bowl, are available in sets of 6 pieces, whereas the cutlery 
in 24pieces.  Thanks to their top quality material all items in the ‘’Exclusive’’ and ‘’Sailing’’ series 
are light, shock resistant and completely hygienic.

Dinner Plate Set, Ø 23cm 
“Sailing”, 6 pcs 

Soup Plate Set,Ø 20cm
“Sailing”, 6 pcs  

Dessert Plate Set, 
Ø 18cm “Sailing”, 6 pcs

Serve Trays Set, Ø 30cm, Ø 25cm,
“Sailing”, 2 pcs 

Cereal Bowl Set,
Ø 15cm “Sailing”,6 pcs

Salad Bowl,
Ø 24cm, “Sailing”

Espresso Cup Set,
“Sailing”, 6 pcs

Mug Set “Sailing”,
6 pcs

Cutlery Set “Sailing”, 
18/10 s.s./ABS, 24pcs

Water / Beverage 
Glass 355ml 

“Sailing”, 6 pcs

Wine Glass 
Set 220ml 

“Sailing”, 6 pcs

Champagne Glass 
Set 177ml 

“Sailing”, 6 pcs

Jug “Sailing”’ 
2,2 lt

Wine Cooler 
“Sailing”’

Ice Bucket “Sailing”

Code...... 57219 Code...... 57220 Code...... 57221 Code...... 57224

Code..... 57223 Code...... 57222 Code...... 57225 Code...... 57226 Code...... 57209

Code.......57261 Code.......57260 Code......57259
Code......57264 Code......57263

Code......57262

Multi-Function Tools page 152-153
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Buyants Deck Cushions page 153

Coolers & Gifts page 150-151
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Galley Equipment
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Water / Beverage 
Glass 355ml 

“Exclusive”, 6 pcs

Wine Glass Set, 
220ml “Exclusive”,

6 pcs

Champagne Glass 
Set 177ml 

“Exclusive”, 6 pcs

Jug “Exclusive” 
2,2 lt

Wine Cooler 
“Exclusive”

Ice Bucket 
“Exclusive”

Code.....57255 Code.....57254 Code......57253
Code......57258 Code.....57257 Code.....57256

Salad Bowl Ø 24cm,
“Exclusive”

Soup Bowl with 
cover “Exclusive”

Espresso Cup Set 
“Exclusive”, 6 pcs

Mug Set 
“Exclusive”, 6 pcs

Cutlery Set “Exclusive”,
18/10 s.s./ABS, 24pcs

Dinner Plate Set, Ø 26cm
“Exclusive”, 6 pcs

Soup Plate Set, Ø 23cm 
“Exclusive”, 6 pcs

Dessert Plate Set,
Ø 20cm “Exclusive”,

6 pcs

Serve Trays Set, 
Ø 40cm, Ø 30cm, Ø 23cm 

“Exclusive”, 3 pcs

Cereal Bowl Set,
Ø 15cm, “Exclusive”, 

6 pcsCode...... 57210 Code...... 57211
Code...... 57212 Code..... 57216Code...... 57214

Code..... 57213 Code...... 57215 Code...... 57217 Code..... 57218 Code...... 57208

Dinnerware Set “Exclusive”, 17 Pieces 
Includes:
- Dinner Plate, Ø 26cm, 4pcs
- Dessert Plate Ø 20cm, 4pcs
- Cereal Bowl Ø 15cm, 4pcs
- Mug, 4pcs
- Salad Bowl Ø 24cm, 1pc

Code..... 57350

Set of 17 pcs
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Storage Cases 

Isotherm Cover “Store All” for Drinks
Whether you like your coffee to stay hot in the winter, or your refreshments cold in the summer, 
the Isotherm Cover is a ‘must-have’ for you. Its made in such a way that your beverage will be 
kept at the same temperature (hot or cold) longer than it would be without. It has been designed 
to easily cover most common cans or cups. It can be fitted in the various ‘Store-All’ Drink Holders 
(94144-5, 94161, 99232).

Code..............99828 
Colour ........... Blue

Code.......94152        94153
Colour .... White       Graphite

Dimensions 
Diameter: 8,5cm
Height: 10cm

VHF/FRS Case ‘Store-All’
With the VHF/FRS case you can keep your communication devices safe and within easy reach. 
Because of its small size, it can even fit close to the helm of the smallest boat. In order to mount the 
case, you can place the support base (99824-7) either on the back or on the bottom of the case. 
The case is available in white and graphite. 

Dimensions 
Length: 13,5cm
Height: 11,5cm
Width: 8cm

GPS/Cell Phone Case ‘Store-All’
The GPS/Cell Phone Case ‘Store-All’ is ideal for storing most hand-held GPS and mobile phones. 
It can be placed vertically or horizontally on any flat surface, by using the support base for rails 
and surfaces (99824-7), which allows you to remove the case easily and quickly. GPS/Cell Phone 
Case ‘Store-All’ is available in white and graphite.  

Dimensions 
Length: 18,5cm
Height: 10cm
Width: 9cm

Code.......94150       94151
Colour .... White     Graphite

Code.....  94161        99232
Colour .... White     Graphite

Drink Holder ‘Store-All’
This compact and convenient cockpit saver keeps your drinks up and out of the way. You can place it 
on any smooth surface, by using the support base (99824-7) on the back or bottom of the holder.

Dimensions 
Length:  11cm
Height: 10cm

Dimensions 
Length:  19cm
Height: 10cm
Width: 11cm

Code....... 94160      99233
Colour .... White     Graphite

Galley Case ‘Store-All’
The handy galley case ‘Store-All’ is suitable for keeping organised your sponges, brushes, sun-block 
or any small object. It is easily mounted using the special support base for cases (99824-7), which 
can be placed on the wall, on the console or on the rails. It is available in white and graphite. 

Organiser & Drink Holder ‘Store-All’
The ‘Store-All’ organizer is perfect for you, if there are not any storage cases for small objects on 
board. It features drink holder and a case to hold sunglasses, sunblock etc. It is easily mounted ei-
ther vertically or on a flat surface, using the support base for rails or level surfaces (99824-7), which 
allows you to remove the organiser anytime. The Organiser & Drink Holder ‘Store-All’ is available 
in white and graphite.

Dimensions 
Length:  27cm
Height: 10cm
Width: 11cm

Code........94144      94145
Colour .... White     Graphite
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Horizontal mounting 

1. With screws- Easy to mount
- Various mounting 

  options for all 

“Store-All” cases 

Vertical mounting

2. With Fixed Mount 
Support base 

(99826-7)
1. With screws

2. With Fixed Mount 
Support base 

(99826-7)
3. With Rail Support 

base (99824-5)
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Storage Cases 

Folding Drink Holder ‘Store-All’ 
The Folding Drink Holder ‘Store-All’ is ideal for small boats or areas with very limited space. Its 
folding feature allows you to completely retract it when you not in use. It features adjustable arms 
to hold cans and mugs and also screws for permanent mounting. This drink holder can also be 
mounted on the rails or against any surface, using the relevant support base (99824-7), which 
allows you to remove the holder when not in use. The Folding Drink Holder ‘Store-All’ is available 
in white and graphite. 

Code....... 99827      99826       
Colour .... White     Graphite

Dimensions 
Diameter: 6cm

Fixed Mount Support for “Store-All” Cases
This support allows you to mount the “Store-All” Cases semi-permanently. All you have to do is 
mount the support on the surface you want and then slide in the case. When you do not want to use 
the case, just remove it. The support will remain on the surface until the next time you need it. 

Code....... 96866       99230
Colour .... White      Graphite

Dimensions
Height: 11cm
Width: 11cm

Trash Bag Holder ‘Store-All’
Keep your cockpit and cabin tidy and clean. The Trash Bag Holder easily mounts on any flat and 
even surface, using the support base for rails or level surfaces (99824-7), so that you can store it 
easily and quickly. Its cover prevents the contents from falling out of the bag. You may use common 
supermarket bags or kitchen trash bags. The Trash Bag Holder ‘Store-All’ is available in white and 
graphite. Bags are not supplied.

Code.......94146      94147
Colour .... White     Graphite

Dimensions
Length: 31,5cm
Height: 6,5cm
Width: 14cm

Code.......99825       99824      
Colour .... White     Graphite

Dimensions 
Diameter: 6cm
Width: 3,5cm

Folding Helm Organiser, ‘Store-All’
When space is very limited on the deck and you have no room to leave small objects like sunglasses, 
keys, your drink, then all you need is the ‘Store-All’ Helm Organiser. Its mechanism allows you to use 
it only when needed and fold it when you do not. It features a drink holder and stainless steel screws 
for permanent mounting.  However, you can also mount it using the support base (99824 - 7), which 
allows you to completely remove the organiser anytime.

Code....... 96865       98591 
Colour .... White     Graphite

Dimensions 
Length: 26cm
Height: 11cm
Width: 11cm

Utility Hook ‘Store-All’, (pack of 2)
The ‘Store All’ hook can be used in almost all places on a boat. All you have to do is attach it on a 
flat surface and use it for lines, clothing, towels, etc. 

Code....... 94126     99231
Colour .... White     Graphite

Dimensions
Length: 2,5cm
Height: 7,5cm
Width: 3cm

Rail Support for “Store-All” Cases
This support allows you to mount the “Store-All” Cases 
semi-permanently on the rails. All you have to do is 
mount the support on the rails and then slide in the 
case. When you do not want to use the case, just re-
move it. The support will remain on the surface for as 
long as you want it.

Case with net and plastic frame, ‘Store-All’, white
This case helps you organise all items when on board with a flexible withholding net. It is made 
of Polypropylene (plastic), UV resistant and can be easily installed either with screws or with a 
sticker ideal (supplied) for inflatable and rigid boats. It is available in 2 sizes: 205x120x20mm and 
205x120x10mm

Code.....................11900      11901
Thickness (mm)....   20             10
Height (mm)..........  120           120
Width (mm)............ 205           205
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Glass holder, Teak, 
Ø 70mm

Glass holder for 2 glasses, 
Ø 70mm

Glass holder for 4 glasses, 
Ø 70mm

Glass holder for 6 glasses, 
Ø 70mm

Glass toothbrush holder, 
Teak, Ø 83mm Pencil holder, Teak

Holder for VHF/GPS/Mobile, 
Teak

Bottle holder for 2 bottles, 
Teak, Ø 95 mm

Book Rack, Teak Mug holder, Teak Binocular rack, Teak Chart caddy, Teak
(2pcs), Ø 70 mm

Paper holder, Teak Toilet tissue holder, Teak Handrail, Teak Towel bar, Teak, Ø 25 mm
Code......93457 Code......93456 Code.......... 93382   93383    93384  

Length mm..  330       580        840 
Height mm..    60         60          60

Code............. 93463      93464  
Length mm....   350          580
Height mm...      60            60 

Teak Finger Pull

Code.............  93334
Length mm....    397
Width mm.....     217
Height mm....     205

Teak Finger Pull
Code...............90285    93281
Diameter mm...  32          39

Teak plug
set of 20pcs

Code....... 93248    93250    93244   93246    93247
Diameter...6mm      8mm    10mm    12mm    15mm

Wood Drain Plug, 5-45mm
set of 10pcs

Code........90593 

Code..............93282     90286
Diameter mm... 32           39

Code.............  93335
Length mm....    320
Height mm....     255

Code.............  93337
Length mm....    245
Width mm......    113
Height mm.....    175

Code............ 93349      93350
Holders.........     4              6
Length mm....  435           610
Height mm....    90             90 

Code.............  93386 
Length mm...    120
Height mm....     77

Code.............  93465 
Length mm....    110
Width mm......      65
Height mm....     140

Code..............  93466
Length mm....     226
Width mm......     119
Height mm....      120

Code...........  .93343
Width mm..      120
Height mm....    27

Code...............  93330
Length mm.....    140
Width mm......      88
Height mm.....      90

Code..............  93331
Length mm....    280
Width mm.....      90
Height mm....      90

Code..............  93332
Length mm.....    430
Width mm......      90
Height mm.....      90

Code..............  93333
Length mm.....    597
Width mm.......     90
Height mm.....      90
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Teak products
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NAV
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COOLERS

Thermometer / Hydrometer / Clock, SeaNav, wooden, 
with 2 pen holders
Code.......................11888
Dimensions(mm)....Length 217 x Width 28 x Height 80

Thermometer / Hydrometer / Clock, SeaNav, wooden
Code......................11892
Dimensions(mm)....Length 243 x Width 22 x Height 88

Thermometer / Hydrometer / 
Clock, SeaNav, w/base, wooden
Code.......................11891
Dimensions(mm)....Length 73
                               Width 72 
                               Height 250

Clock with wooden base, SeaNav
Code......................11890
Dimensions(mm)....Length 272 x Width 47 x Height 180

Wooden holder for pen, with digital clock, SeaNAV
Code......................11889
Dimensions(mm)....Length 187 x Width 35 x Height 135

GIFTS
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Code................    31404
Capacity(lt).......      95
Length(cm).......     75,5
Width(cm)..........    46,7
Height(cm).........    44,2

Code................ 31378
Capacity(lt)........   48
Length(cm)........   63
Width(cm)..........   33
Height(cm)..........  37

Code............... 31377
Capacity(lt)......   13
Length(cm)......   38
Width(cm).........  22  
Height(cm)........37,5

Portable Isothermal Cooler  “SeaCool”
The Portable Isothermal Cooler “SeaCool” is suitable for all of your excursions. Elegant shaped with practical interior design, it can be ideally used in the boat, camping, picnic and everywhere you need a 
cooler with no electric function. Made of solid polyurethane foam it features high performance insulation in order to maintain the temperature of the contents. For even better performance it is suggested to 
fill it with ice. The Portable Isothermal Cooler “SeaCool” is available in 3 different sizes. They are equipped with large handle(s) for easy carriage and they have volume of 13lt, 48lt, 80 and 95lt. 

Picture 1

Picture 2

Power: 12V, Consumption: Heat 4,5A, Cool 4,5A, Fuse: 5A

Electric Cooler/ Heater portable “Sea Cool”, 12V, 18L
This Electric Cooler/ Heater “Sea Cool” is ideal for the boat, car, 
camping or everywhere you need a portable cooler/ heater. It can 
be operated as a cooler by plugging the wire with the black end 
fitting facing the top (Picture 1) and as a heater by plugging the wire 
with the red end fitting facing the top (Picture 2). It cools up to 15°C 
below ambient temperature and it heats up to 30°C above ambient 
temperature. It is supplied with a 12V DC cigarette lighter plug and 
its capacity is 18L.

Code............... 31411
Capacity(lt)......   18
Length(cm)......   41
Width(cm).........  29  
Height(cm)........  43
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7016170160

GIFTS

Key chain-compass, 
w/ LED, SeaNav
Code....11893

Key chain-compass, 
SeaNav
Code....11894

Key chain carabiner-com-
pass, SeaNav
Code....11895

Telescopic Fishing Rod

Code.....99224

Key holder “Fender”

Code        Description      Colour   
11864        cylindrical        white
11902        cylindrical       Orange 
11903          Round           white   
11904          Round          Orange   
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Multifunction Digital Compass (incl. Watch, stop watch, thermometer) 
This multifunction digital compass will be your companion at sea. It features four functions, compass, 
thermometer, watch and stopwatch. All functions are displayed on an LCD screen with EL backlight. The 
‘SeaNav’ multifunction digital compass is very easy to use and you can always carry it with you, using the 
strap included.

  Compass
· Accuracy +/-3o, 
· 360o Differential Rate 1o. 
· Eight directions pointer 
  (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW, N)
  Thermometer
· Range from -5oC to 55oC
  Watch
· Time Format: 24 hour
  Stopwatch
· Max: 1 hourCode......... 31369

Colour..........Black

Hand bearing compass, 
non-magnetic alloy
- Compass rose with 360° scale
- North Line with north arrow
- Rotary dial with 360° scale
- Sighting window with sighting line
- Bubble Level
- Base table
- Stand thread
- Inch Scale  
- Cm Scale
- Lens prism
- Lid
- Housing

Code.......99984

Handle Speed
down button
Pin
Counter balance
Spool
Foot
Drag knob

Cap

RodReel

Fixing footNut

Rod - Material: Fibre glass, aluminium alloy, Max. length: 93cm, Min. length: 21cm, Weight: 60gr
Reel - Material: Aluminium alloy, Length of the body: 4,2cm, Diameter: 2,7cm, Weight: 70gr

Line 
Button

Not suitable for climbing 
purposes

Sport Watch Water Resistant 
Lalizas’ sport line of watches was designed to meet your needs. They are ideal for using them in water, as they are water resistant.  Their elegant and stylish design makes them suitable, not only for swimming 
or practicing your favourite water sport, but also for any off shore activity. They feature functions such as alarm, stopwatch and snooze function, while they have a standard display with hour, minutes, seconds 
and date. They are also suitable for those involved with water often and/or professionally, since they feature a countdown timer. The Lalizas sport watches are available in two different colour combinations,  
black/blue and black/gray, while they are supplied in a gift package. 

Code.........    70160             70161
Colour.......black/blue       black/grey      

Sport Watch, with countdown function
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SkipperMate Knife, Stainless Steel, L: 9,5cm

SkipperMate Knife, Stainless Steel, L:11cm

Marine Multi-Function Tool, ΙΝΟΧ

Marine Multi-Function 
Tools Stand 

Code....11477

Code....11476 

Code....10200

Marlinspike Key Ring

Bottle Opener

Shackle Key

Knife

Ruler

Wood Saw

Small Flathead 
screwdriver 

Phillips 
screwdriver 

Can Opener

Serrated Drop
Point Knife

Wire Cutter

Long Nose 
Pliers

Metal File

Bottle Opener/
screwdriver 

Medium 
Flathead 

screwdriver 

Reamer, Punch

Clip Point Knife

Lock

Scale

Marlinspike Key Ring

Bottle Opener

Shackle Key

Knife

Multi-Function Tools

Knife

Fish Scaler

Wood Saw

Slipjoint knife “Fuentes”, 
Stainless Steel
Code....70194

Hook 
Remover

Plier Multi-function tool, Stainless Steel, 9 tools
Code....70193

Serrated Drop
Point Knife

Wire Cutter

Long Nose 
Pliers

Medium 
lathead 
screwdriver 

Scissors

Bradawl

Bottle 
Opener

Wood Saw

Scale

Knife

Phillips 
screwdriver 

Hook 
Remover
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Scissors

can opener

Regular Screw 
Driver

Phillip driver 
spare parts

Knife

Corkscrew

Needle

Phillips 
screwdriver 

Skipper Pocket Knife, Stainless Steel, 9 tools     
Code....70191

Long Nose 
Pliers

Bottle Opener

Small blade
jeweler’s screw 

driver

light

mirror

Compass 

Code....70192

Hook 
Remover

Nail file

Corkscrew

Wood SawRegular 
Screw Driver

Key Ring

Knife

Scissors

Fish Scaler

Phillips 
screwdriver 

Swiss Pocket Knife, Stainless Steel

Tweezers

Toothpick

Can Opener

Bottle Opener

Needle

Bradawl

Hook 
Remover

Multi-Function Tools

Buoyant Deck Cushions

Code Deck 
Cushion Colour Material Buoyancy Weight

11511 Single
White PVC

9,5 kg 0,6 kg

11512 Double 19,5 kg 1,25 kg

11513 Single
Red

Polyester

9 kg 0,55 kg

11514 Double 19 kg 1,20 kg

11515 Single
Blue

9 kg 0,55 kg

11516 Double 19 kg 1,20 kg

SingleDouble

Buoyant deck cushions 
Buoyant deck cushions are equipped with waterproof outer material 
and are filled with polyethylene foam. There are integral straps around 
the cushions so as to carry them easily and quickly. The cushions lock 
on your boat through a nylon hook at their back. Buoyancy cushions 
are either single or double, depending on your needs and come in 
white, red and blue colour. White cushions are made of PVC, while red 
and blue cushions are made of polyester with PVC overlay. It is recom-
mended to clean the cushions with cold fresh water.        
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11474

11475

MAINTENANCE
Tapes  page 155

Boat brushes  page 155

Tool Kit   page 154

TOOL KIT

Tools Quantity
Tool Kit 
Basic
11474

Tool Kit 
Professional

11475

Set of metric Hex (Allen) keys: 2,5mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 8mm, 
10mm 7

Flat head screw drivers: 6mm, 10mm, 15mm  3

Philips screw drivers: PH1, PH2 and PH3 3

Open end spanner set: 6-7, 8-9, 10-11, 12-13, 14-15, 16-17, 18-19, 
and 22-24 8

Hammer 250 gr 1

200mm linesman pliers 1

150mm Long nose pliers 1

250 mm Adjustable Spanner 1

Hacksaw 1

HSS blades 2

250mm  Adjustable pliers 1

200mm  Mold Grip (locking) pliers 1

Set of ring- open end spanners:6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 10mm, 11mm, 
12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 17mm, 19mm, 24mm, 27mm, 30mm. 13

Short neck screw drivers: flat head and ph2 2

3/8
 S

oc
ke

t s
et

 w
ith

3/8 DR. Ratchet Handle 1

Long extension bar 3/8” Dr. X 6” 1

Short extension bar 3/8” Dr. x 3” 1

21mm spark plug socket 1

3/8” Dr. sockets:  7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 
13mm, 14mm, 17mm, 19mm 10

1/2” Dr. Socket:  24mm, 27mm, 30mm 3

Adaptor 3/8” Dr.to 1/2” Dr. 1

Knife with 5pcs changeable blades 1

Metric filler gauge 9

Crimping tool / wire striper 1

Rivet gun Up to 5mm alloy rivets 1

12 volt soldering iron 1

1mm solder 1

Mini table vice 1

Electrical multi meter 1

Total number of tools included 28 pcs. 79 pcs.

The tools included in the Basic Kit version are 
suitable for small boats, while the Professional 
version is ideal for the needs of big boats. 

Code................11474        11475
Description........Basic    Professional
Tools............... 28pcs.       79pcs.

Marine Tool Kits Basic and 
Professional
The Lalizas Marine Tool Kits are suitable for dealing 
with most common repairs on a boat. Depending on 
the model, they are equipped with almost all neces-
sary tools, such as wrenches, screwdrivers, pliers, 
spanners, electrical multi-meter and many others, 
they are definitely useful for work on the deck, on the 
engine or on electrical and electronic appliances. All 
tools are made from durable chrome vanadium ma-
terial; they are non-corrosive and designed for long-
term use. For their easy carriage and storage Lalizas 
provides you with a durable plastic case, available 
in two sizes, depending on the model and the tools 
included. 
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Code        Dimensions       Color
11545       50mm x 5m      Black
11546       50mm x 5m      White
11547       50mm x 5m      Red
11548       50mm x 5m      Blue
11549       50mm x 5m      Silver
11550       50mm x 50m    Black

Code        Dimensions                 Color
11551       3m x 19mm x 3mm    Black
11552       3m x 19mm x 6mm    Black

Marine Neoprene Tape “Hatchseal”

Code          Dimensions  
11553         20mm x 1m

Self-Adhesive Velcro

Code        Dimensions        
11554         50mm x 3m      
11555       100mm x 3m      

Sail Repair Tape, clear 

Code          Dimensions   
11845         4,5m x 50mm

Spinnaker/Sail repair tape, white

Code          Dimensions  
11850         2mm x18mm x 1.6m

Code          Dimensions  
11851         20mm x 50m
11852         25mm x 20m
11853         50mm x 50m

Code         Dimensions  
11854        50mm x 5m
11855        25mm x 5m

Vinyl Foam Thermal & Sound Insulating Tape, black
The thermal & sound insulating tape is suitable for the pipeline freezing resistance, insulation 
and decoration. Generally, it is used whenever a specific area or place needs to be insulated, 
in order to be protected by the variations of temperature or even to protect the people onboard 
by undesirable sounds. It can also be used between the hull and the sole boards, so as to 
minimize the squeaking noises. It is available in different sizes.

Mounting Tape, white
Nailing on the boat is over! With the double-sided adhesive tape. It is suitable for mounting 
pictures or any other decoration on most types of dry and smooth surfaces. Υou don’t need 
nails when decorating your boat. 

Instructions of Use
Use 10cm (4”) of tape for every 227gr of the item to be mounted. The tape is suitable for 
objects with maximum weight up to 900gr.
1. Cut the tape at the necessary length. Do not remove the protective liner
2. Press the tape on the back of the object to be mounted. Press firmly on the liner for a better 
outcome
3. Remove the liner and press firmly the object on the bulkhead

Note: If you wish to remove the mounted object, insert a knife behind the mounted object and 
cut the tape between the two surfaces. Don’t pull the object, in order to avoid damaging the 
surface or the object.

Masking Tape, cream
It is a general-purpose tape and is suitable for holding, sealing, as well as, surface protecting. 
It has been designed for indoor use but also for extended outdoor use, since it can withstand 
up to 80οC temperature. It is supplied in cream colour and 3 different sizes. 

Marine Duct Tape
The Duct tape is a waterproof cloth tape, which can be used in numerous indoor or outdoor 
jobs and repairs.  It is supplied in several colours and two different sizes.

Code         Dimensions        Colour
11846        25mm x 5m        Black
11847        25mm x 5m        White

Nonslip Tape, General Purpose

Code         Dimensions        Colour
11848        25mm x 5m        Black
11849        25mm x 5m        Grey

Nonslip Tape, with elasticity
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Code        Dimensions        
11844       100mm x 1,5m   

Sail Repair Tape, white

TAPES
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Boat brushes
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Keeping your boat and the environment clean
It is highly important that your boat is kept clean at all times, just like your house. It doesn’t matter how long you intend to stay in, but clean boats will certainly make you feel much better, and 

much more at home. 
Just as important it is to keep the environment clean and unpolluted with soap and various other chemical substances, found in detergents, so that you can enjoy clean beaches, crystal clear seas, 

thriving with marine life. 
Here are some tips to help you keep your boat clean and the environment unspoiled. 
1. Cleaning should be done very often. Scrub hard and mop up any spills right away 
2. Never allow any dirt or spill to set. It will be much more difficult to clean it then
3. Avoid using detergents that contain strong substances, such as phosphates, since they are extremely dangerous pollutants of the marine environment  
4. Always try cleaning with water first. If this doesn’t work, then a mild detergent or ‘homemade’ solution should do the job
In cleaning always try to avoid using strong detergents. Instead you make your own solutions that clean just as well and do not pollute the environment 
1. To bleach: Vorax or hydrogen peroxide
2.To polish wood: 3 parts olive oil and 1 part white vinegar
3.To polish chrome/metal: Apple cider vinegar to clean; baby oil to polish
4. To scour: Baking Soda
5. Cleaning the following surfaces:
    a. Fiberglass: A paste of baking soda and salt
    b. Aluminium: 2 tbsps cream of tartar, dissolved in 1/4 lt hot water. 
    c. Brass: Worcestershire sauce, or paste made of equal parts vinegar, salt and water. Rinse
    d. Chrome: Apple cider vinegar to clean; baby oil to polish
    e. Copper: Lemon juice and salt. Spread; wait; then rinse 
    f. Decks/Floors: Cup of vinegar, 1 gallon / 3,5 litres of hot water. Scrub; swab; mop. Beware, it will remove any polish  
    g. Lexan: 1 cup of vinegar, 1 pint / ½ litre of water. Apply with a soft cloth. Polish Dry
    h. Mildew/Mold: A paste using equal parts of either lemon juice and salt or vinegar and salt. Vary treatment per location 
    i. Shower: Wet area; Sprinkle on baking soda; rub with scouring cloth and rinse
    j. Refrigerator/cooler: Wipe with wet cloth dipped in baking soda
    k. Toilet: Add baking soda, and brush with great enthusiasm. A cup of vinegar left overnight in the head will reduce the build-up of salts and lime scale
    l. Windows: 1 cup of vinegar in 1/4 lt warm water. Wash; rinse and squeegee

Boat brush Soft with folding head 
To keep your boat clean even in the most difficult places, LALIZAS offers you the soft boat brush with folding head. It is made of polypropylene and PVC 
0.25mm for durability and high resistance against sun and salt water. It features a folding head that will help you reach and clean difficult places such as the 
hull and the bilge. It incorporates a special screw thread for attaching to LALIZAS plain and telescopic boat hooks (57340 - 2). The soft brush is finished in 
beige with blue bristles.

Code......57180

Boat Wash Brush ‘Flow Thru’, Medium Bristle H: 6,5cm – Yellow
The LALIZAS boat wash brush is made of dense medium bristles that retain water and create rich foam, making it ideal for cleaning surfaces with no persist-
ent dirt. The LALIZAS medium brush incorporates a screw thread to attach any of the plain or telescopic handles (57340-2). Furthermore its improved design 
with flow thru system allows you to attach the relevant handle (57344) and have a constant flow of water right at the point you want clean. Unlike traditional 
wooden brushes, the LALIZAS wash brush is made with polypropylene body - 20,3cm in length - and PVC bristles 6,5cm long, offering more durability and 
greater resistance to sun and salt water. Finally its white silicone bumper will protect your boat surfaces from any damage, during cleaning. 

Code......50904

Code......50905

Boat Scrub Brush ‘Flow Thru’, H: 5cm - White
The LALIZAS scrub brush is ideal for scrubbing surfaces where stubborn and persistent dirt exists as it is made of hard bristles for fast and effective cleaning. 
As with the medium brush, the scrub brush also incorporates a screw thread to attach any of the plain or telescopic handles (57340-2). Additionally it features 
flow thru system, which allows you to attach the relevant handle (57344) and have a constant flow of water through them right at the point you clean. LALIZAS 
scrub brush is highly resistant to the marine environment, since it is made of polypropylene body 20,3 cm long and 5cm PVC bristles. Finally, it features white 
silicone bumper, which will protect your boat surfaces from any damage, during cleaning. 

Code...57345

Flow thru system

Flow thru system

Flow thru system

Boat Wash Brush ‘Flow Thru’ Bi-Level, Medium Bristle H: 6,5cm - Yellow
The LALIZAS bi-level boat wash brush is ideal to clean all parts of the boat. It features a two level surface brush. One of the 
surfaces allows you to hold it like all brooms and clean horizontal surfaces, e.g. the deck. The second surface allows you to 
hold the handle parallel to the surface you are cleaning, which is very convenient when cleaning surfaces like the freeboard. 
Its dense medium bristles retain water and create rich foam, making it ideal for cleaning surfaces with no persistent dirt. The 
LALIZAS wash brush incorporates a screw thread to attach any of the plain or telescopic handles (57340-2). Even more its 
improved design with flow thru system allows you to attach the relevant handle (57344) and have a constant flow of water 
right at the point you clean. The LALIZAS wash brush is made of a polypropylene body – 25,4cm in length - and PVC bristles 
6,5cm long, offering more durability and greater resistance to sun and salt water. Finally, its white silicone bumper will protect 
your boat surfaces from any damage, during cleaning.
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Code  57341
Length   110 - 200 cm

Ø 2,2 - 2,5 cm

Aluminum Handle 
for hook/brush

Code    57340 
Length  130 cm      

Ø 2,5 cm  

Aluminum Telescopic 
Handle  for hook/brush

Code  57342   
Length  170 - 305 cm       

Ø 2,2 - 2,5 cm
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Fabric Bucket

Boat Cleaning Set
The LALIZAS cleaning set consists of one wash brush (50904), one scrub brush (50905), one hook and one 
telescopic handle. The boat brushes are used for gentle or hard cleaning respectively. They are made of 
polypropylene body and PVC bristles to resist better against the salt and the sun. The nylon hook is light, with 
small length and large angle for easier and better hooking. The brushes and hooks by LALIZAS are made of 
thread in order to be fitted to the handle. The telescopic handle is 110cm long and can extend up to 200cm, 
so that you can adjust it accordingly. It is made of anodised aluminium for more durability and longevity. The 
LALIZAS cleaning products have been designed for your convenience according to your needs.

Code......50906

Code......99203

Telescopic Handle ‘Flow Thru’ for Boat Brush

· Constructed with anodized aluminum.
· Water hose connector
· ON-OFF switch

ON-OFF switch

Water hose 
connector

Code.....57344
Length.....130 - 220 cm
Ø 2,5 - 3,2 cm

Aluminum 
Telescopic 

Handle  for 
hook/brush

For a smooth operation with the best results, combine 
the telescopic handle ‘Flow Thru’ (57344) with the 

relevant wash and scrub brushes (57345, 50904-5). 
Evenmore all LALIZAS brushes fit perfectly on the 

plain and telescopic handles (57340-2)

Marine Super-absorbent 
Sponge,  23x11.5x4.5cm
Code......57346

Features: DC 12V, Vacuum Power: 1500Pa, Power Source: 12V cigarette lighter Plug, 
Accessories Included: standard wide-mouth attachment & crevice attachment

Vacuum Cleaner ‘Sea Power’,  12V, 5m wire
This small sized vacuum cleaner is ideal for cleaning the interior of boats and cars. Includes a 5m power cord 
with 12V lighter plug, a standard wide-mouth attachment for cleaning furniture and a crevice attachment. 
Vacuum Power is 15mbar.

Code..........31403

Paint Brush 
“SeaWare”, white

Paint Brush 
“SeaWare”, black

Code Width
70243 1”
70244 1 1/2”
70245 2”
70246 2 1/2”
70247 3”

Code Width
70248 1”
70249 1 1/2”
70250 2”
70251 2 1/2”
70252 3”

Boat brush
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PVC Sticker Ø135mm

Silicone Sticker Ø80mm

Code....10150 Code....10160    

Code....10170

Code....10180

Code....10190

No shoes No smoking

No swimsuits No harassing 
the captain

No bras

Code....95758 Code....95759    

Code....95760 Code....95761

No paper in the toilet No Shoes

No bras No swimsuits

Safety Signs

Direction Signs

Fire Control Signs

Mandatory Signs

Hazard Signs

Prohibition Signs

Fire Equipment Signs

IMO Marine Posters

Tapes

An important and necessary part of the safety equipment on a boat, especially commercial boats, is signage. Lalizas International Standard Signs can be used for indicating exits, 
directions, firefighting and life-saving equipment for the purpose of safe evacuation during emergencies and power failures. LALIZAS produces in-house all International Standard 
Signs for indicating all of the above with the addition of custom-made signs using the highest quality material, which meet all of the present IMO specifications, in order to meet 
specific requirements. 

SIGNS


